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Summary

Being a company founder, growth hacker and marketing adviser to multiple companies,Shivankit understands

 how digital marketing needs to be implemented to build a business from the ground up and make it thriving.

He has helped market companies that range in size from early stage start-ups to established  corporates. Growth

 hacking, content and inbound marketing are areas where he excels.

Having worked with couple of dozen companies around the globe, Shivankit understands the need for a

 competitive and exclusive marketing strategy for a business rather than just traditional digital marketing.

Some of the verticals that he has been involved with include :

- E-commerce with major experience in online shopping from USA,  Australia and India.

- Mobile apps in the domain of games, communication, education, social structure, travel and food.

- SAAS companies dealing with marketing tools , legal softwares, accounting tools etc across Singapore,

 Australia, USA and UK.

- B2B companies including design agencies, recruiting, home services etc.

His work continues to be highly productive as it relies on efficient process, insightful analytics and statistical

 reporting. 

He has led teams upto the size of 35 members and believes that having fun and the freedom to think creatively

 at work is what gets the best out of your colleagues and team members.

He would love to hear about you and your company's marketing objectives. Feel free to contact him through

 LinkedIn or at shivankitarora91@gmail.com or shivankit@marketingmasala.com

Experience
Growth Hacker | Digital Marketer | Founder  at   Marketing Masala
June 2014  -  Present (2 years 7 months)
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Shivankit has had the pleasure of working with over a dozen startups from  3 continents and that has

 undoubtedly helped him gain a  wide perspective of how startup marketing actually works and how it is

 different from conventional marketing.

At MarketingMasala.com ( a growth hacking and digital marketing agency in Delhi, India), he has built the

 company from the ground up on a solo basis and now helps startups across the globe with their marketing.

Some of the domains that he has had a chance to work with include

- E-commerce with major experience in online shopping from USA,  Australia and India.

- Mobile apps in the domain of games, communication, education, social structure, travel and food.

- SAAS companies dealing with marketing tools , legal softwares, accounting tools etc across Singapore,

 Australia, USA and UK.

- B2B companies including design agencies, recruiting, home services etc.

His major responsibilities include (but have never been limited to)

- Understanding the precise positioning of  a startup in the growth hacking funnel  (i.e. Awareness among

 users- Activation of users - Retention of users- Referral- Revenue)

- Understanding the goals that a business needs to achieve with the given budget in hand.

- Choosing the best (and cost-effective) marketing solutions to get to that point in minimum time.

- Organizing processes and operations for higher productivity and increased results.

- Constant testing of marketing channels, ROI  and user's interaction with the product to understand where the

 startup and product can do better.

- Rigorous analytics using some of the best tools available in the market which helps in figuring out what is

 working and what is not in terms of marketing.

- Reporting and insights development to founders (or marketing VP's) to  consult them with the next steps of

 growth.
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- And most importantly, building the happiest work culture among his team members through constant

 feedback and making work  fun.

Founder and marketing head  at   DealsAndReads.com
June 2013  -  June 2014  (1 year 1 month)

At DealsAndReads, Shivankit and his team curated online shopping site reviews for shoppers to make an

 informed decision while purchasing online. He was handling a team of content writers, online marketers and

 analytics professionals.

Founder and Content marketing head  at   Thapar Beat
April 2013  -  June 2013  (3 months)

This was Shivankit's first startup which is a student run magazine in Thapar University, Patiala. He was

 handling a team of content writers, sales team (to sell advertising), designers, photographers and editors. This

 magazine is published quarterly.

Skills & Expertise
Growth Hacking
Content Marketing
Digital Marketing
Social Media Marketing
E-commerce
Business Development
SEM
Marketing Strategy
Analytics
Marketing
SEO
Advertising
Market Research
Start-ups
PPC
Business Strategy
Lead Generation
Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
Pay Per Click (PPC)

Interests
Trekking and foodwalks.

Certifications
Project Management
University of California, Irvine Extension      
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Time Managment : Professional and Personal
University of California, Irvine Extension      

Education
Thapar Institute of Engineering and Technology
Bachelor of Technology (BTech), Civil Engineering, 2009 - 2013

Languages
English (Full professional proficiency)
Hindi (Full professional proficiency)

Volunteer Experience
Teaching Volunteer  at   Chehel
January 2016  -  Present

Contributing at Chehel, an organization for educating under privileged children. Helping children with topics

 like moral values, self development and career guidance.

Courses
 
Independent Coursework

 
Project Management
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12 people have recommended Shivankit

"It's really a pleasure working together with Shivankit. Not only is he and his team very structured and

organized, they also understand your business very fast and deliver really good value. Highly recommended!"

— Thomas Kriebernegg, was Shivankit's client

"Shivankit is one of the best Growth Hackers I have worked with so far! At the beginning of each project,

he defines clear metrics and goals and develops creative strategies to achieve them. He possesses strong

skills in a variety of digital marketing techniques (SEO, PPC, social media, etc.) and is a great communicator

and team leader. I highly recommend him to anyone who is looking for a reliable and highly skilled Growth

Hacker!"

— Anna Rehermann, Founder, Growth Hacking Asia, worked directly with Shivankit at Marketing Masala

"I have been working with Shivankit on the marketing and lead generation for Circus2020 for over 3

months and it has been a great experience. He understands digital marketing strategies at a core level which

are necessary to fuel a startup's growth. He helped us generate a lot of quality leads for Circus2020 that

accelerated our grwoth in a short span of time. I would highly recommend him to anyone looking forward to

grow their startup in the digital space!"

— Nuno Covas, Business Manager, Circus Social, managed Shivankit indirectly at Marketing Masala

"Shivankit is great. Communicating with him is extremely easy, and he's very responsive. And when it comes

to social media, he has his finger on the pulse of the latest trends."

— Chris Richardson, Member Board of Directors, The Ibis Network, managed Shivankit at Marketing
Masala

"Shivankit is extremely knowledgeable in social media and growth hacking! You need to work with him!"

— Kelly Bolton, Company Founder, Growth Hacker, Inbound Marketing Expert, Social Selling Expert,
Analyst & Author, Aggressive Growth Marketing, was Shivankit's client
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"I worked with Shivankit on several projects for Growth Hacking Asia. While working together, he

demonstrated excellent growth hacking and digital marketing skills. In addition, Shivankit is an excellent

team player; is always willing to go above and beyond what is required, and is full of great ideas. It has been

a pleasure working with him and I would recommend him to anyone that looking for assistance with growing

their business or start-up. "

— Bozena Pieniazek, Social Media & Training Programs Manager, Growth Hacking Asia, worked directly
with Shivankit at Marketing Masala

"It's been a couple of months since I am associated with Marketing Masala as a Digital Marketing Intern

and all I can reflect is it's been an intriguing acquaintance with Shivankit. He has an exemplary set of

understanding in Digital Marketing and all incorporated Operations. Besides a commendable Growth Hacker

and Digital Marketer, he's a leader in its true sense. He acquires a deep sense of people's management and

team building. And the most imperative of them all is , he is an exceptional preceptor for his fellow team

members with his fine communication and interpersonal skills. Working with him, is surely a great pleasure

and fun. Would definitely extend a recommendation to work and develop professional relations with him.

Cheers! "

— Rajat Jha, Digital Marketing Intern, Marketing Masala, worked directly with Shivankit at Marketing
Masala

"I have been working with Shivankit and Marketing Masala for more than 4 months now and I have only

one word to describe my experience: Brilliant. Shivankit is undoubtedly,one of the best digital marketing

professionals I have worked with. He has vast experience in the field of Digital Marketing which clearly

reflects in his way of work, in his approach towards tackling a challenge and in coming up with out of box

strategies to deliver results. He is a good leader and a good mentor as well. One can surely bank on him for

one's Digital Marketing needs. "

— Pranay Joshi, Digital Campaign Manager, Marketing Masala, reported to Shivankit at Marketing Masala

"I've been working with Shivankit for over two months now & it has been a wonderful experience. He is not

only a good mentor when it comes to guiding and giving space for personal growth but also a very supportive

and patient person. He has clear ideas of what he has to do and that reflects in his briefings, which are crisp

and to the point. In just this brief time frame I find myself more knowledgeable because I was given enough

freedom to express my views and ideas regarding a task/project , moreover allowed to implement them if they

were beneficial. "

— Shivani Mishra, Digital Marketing Executive, Marketing Masala, reported to Shivankit at Marketing
Masala

"Shivankit is a great mentor to work with.His amazing digital marketing knowledge has helped me to

learn a lot of new things. He is always patient and calm and gives you scope of improvement each day. He
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gives you clear understanding of everything you are doing that helps you incorporate your own ideas in the

work .This works well in the favour of both company and individual growth. Working with him has been a

wonderful experience .Not only his marketing skills are brilliant but the way he manages everything is really

wonderful."

— Kritika Jain, reported to Shivankit at Marketing Masala

"Shivankit is a dynamic leader. During his tenure as the Founder of Thapar Beat (A magazine) of Thapar

University, I assisted him as a member.He himself ensured the proper implementation of minute aspects

in every project undertook. At the same time, he always nurtured young talent and gave them the sense of

responsibility. Probably he has set an example for Human Resource Optimization for College societies .Beat

has made progress by leaps and bounds during his tenure. He instilled the sense of teamwork and leadership

in everyone. "

— Aseem Gupta, reported to Shivankit at Thapar Beat

"I've worked with Shivankit for over six months & it has been a wonderful experience. He is not only a good

mentor when it comes to guiding and giving space for personal growth but also a very supportive and patient

person. He has clear ideas of what he has to do and that reflects in his briefings, which are crisp and to the

point. In just this brief time frame I find myself more knowledgeable because I was given enough freedom

to express my views and ideas regarding a task/project, moreover allowed to implement them if they were

beneficial. "

— Samraggi Biswas, Editorial Head, Thapar Beat, reported to Shivankit at Thapar Beat

Contact Shivankit on LinkedIn

https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=AAEAABKHqlwBI838kkYS5h06Urs9EXbTIcC_gUs&authType=&authToken=&goback=%2Epdf_AAEAABKHqlwBI838kkYS5h06Urs9EXbTIcC*4gUs_*1_en*4US_*2_*2_ShivankitArora_true_*1

